Back Country Horsemen of Washington
We Get it Done !
______________________________________

August 2019
CALENDAR
No August Meeting!!
September 3rd –
Membership Meeting
September 14th- BCHW
Board Meeting
September 24th- Dress
Rehearsal for
Scavenger Hunt
September 28th- Fall
Fun Ride and Scavenger
Hunt

Not a bad idea staying close
to water with our higher
temps. We spotted this
painted turtle from the back
of a horse at Rustler’s Gulch.

This is a short newsletter. Remember that there is no August
meeting, but the September Meeting will be important to prepare for
the Scavenger Hunt.
Also remember we are having a newsletter contest for August and
September: Any member who contributes pictures, or an article, a
horse joke, or a cool educational link will be entered into a drawing
for a fun doodad.
In this issue, Tom Birge and Patty Wright contributed.

DATES to REMEMBER 2019
[Membership rides can be hosted by any member, just send a note to the group email.]

Remember No August Meeting
September 3rd – Membership Meeting
September 10th- Volunteer Hours (preliminary)
September 14th- BCHW Board Meeting
September 24th- Dress Rehearsal for Scavenger Hunt
September 28th- Fall Fun Ride and Scavenger Hunt
September 30th- Volunteer Hours Final Report Due
October 26, 2019- 18th Annual Winery Ride and Halloween Costume / Prize Ride - Zillah

2020 Planning Dates
January 25, 2020- BCHW Leadership Training
February 1, 2020-Accomplishment pictures from 2019 due. Also BCHW Calendar Pictures.
March 20, 21, and 22, 2020- BCHW Rendezvous in Ellensburg

More dates for BCH activities across the state can be found here:
http://www.bchw.org/lnt/main/upcoming_events.htm

What to Carry in your Survival Kit
By Michelle Eames
A few weeks ago I was riding with a some friends in Rustler’s Gulch. There came a point where we were
wandering on new trails. Some might call it exploring, some might call it misplaced, some might call it briefly
lost. We weren’t really lost, we were just a lot farther away from the trail head than we had initially planned.
Sometime during that big loop of not-lost but not-quite-where-we-planned-to-be, I started to wonder what was
in my survival kit. You see, my husband and son put a survival kit together for me last Christmas, and while I
was carrying it in my saddle bags, I hadn’t looked at it since winter. Most importantly, during the third hour of
that four-and-a-half-hour ride, I was kinda wondering if there was any good candy in the kit. I was thinking I
could use some candy.
We made it back without breaking into my survival kit, but I pulled it out a couple days later to see what kind
of candy it contained. There was no candy. There were other food items, but no candy. So I bought a bag of
those good Werther’s hard caramel candies. I usually prefer chocolate, but it melts in a saddle bag. However,
I opened the bag and started eating it before it made it into my survival kit. Then I brought what was left in the
bag to my desk at work because, well, I need to survive at work, too. Obviously, I need to buy a bag of candy
that I don’t like so much in order to get it into the survival kit.
I have included a picture of the items in my survival kit, followed by a list of those items. What am I missing?
I can think of a couple of things, but let me know what you would add. I hope I don’t need to use the kit, but if
I do get stuck a lot farther from the trailhead than I planned, I will be happy I have it.
My saddle bags are kind of small, because
my horse is kind of small. But I was happy
that my survival kit, in a separate waterproof
fanny pack, fits in the middle section. One
of the sides of the saddle bag fits a rain coat.
The contents in the survival kit include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A hard-copy map
A light stick
Parachute cord
Iodine tablets for water
purification
A hand warmer
A jerky stick/meat stick
Space blanket
Plastic poncho
A small nylon tarp thingy
Waterproof fanny pack (could
also be used to carry water)
A small candle
Matches
small utility tool
A small compass
A super-compressed wash cloth
1 dehydrated granola meal
A knife (not shown)
Signal Mirror (not shown)
Whistle (not shown)

Here is a link to an article on trail riding survival kits for more ideas on what to carry:
https://equusmagazine.com/riding/trail-riding-survival-kit-8300

And here is a link to the 10 essentials for hiking: trail riding is pretty much like hiking, but with more legs involved.
https://www.mountaineers.org/blog/what-are-the-ten-essentials
There is more discussion at the link, but here are the 10 essentials:
TEN ESSENTIALS: THE CLASSIC LIST
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Map
Compass
Sunglasses and sunscreen
Extra clothing
Headlamp or flashlight
First-aid supplies
Firestarter
Matches
Knife
Extra food

I have also included a photo of the 10 essentials from the National Park Service
(https://www.nps.gov/articles/10essentials.htm). q

Taking a break at Antoine Peak. Photo by Patty Wright.

Tom Birge sent in the following article from “thehorse.com”
https://thehorse.com/154706/summer-riding-when-the-rider-is-hot-the-horse-is-hotter/

Summer Riding: When the Rider is Hot, the Horse is Hotter
A hot humid day. One rider. One horse. Both are exercising at a moderate level. Who is more likely to overheat?

It might surprise you to know that your horse gets hotter, much faster than you and is more susceptible to the negative effects
of heat stress.

Michael Lindinger, PhD, MSc, an animal and exercise physiologist at the University of Guelph, explains: “It only takes 17
minutes of moderate intensity exercise in hot, humid weather to raise a horse’s temperature to dangerous levels. That’s three to
10 times faster than in humans. Horses feel the heat much worse than we do.”

And the effects can be serious. If a horse’s body temperature shoots up from the normal 37 to 38°C to 41°C (98.6 – 105.8°F),
temperatures within working muscles may be as high as 43°C (109.4°F), a temperature at which proteins in muscle begin to
denature (cook). Horses suffering excessive heat stress may experience hypotension, colic, and renal failure.

Lindinger, a faculty member in the Department of Human Health and Nutritional Sciences, became interested in the effects of
heat on horses when he was a lead researcher on the Canadian research team that contributed information on the response of
the horse to heat and humidity for the Atlanta Summer Olympics. He recently presented a workshop on the topic at Equine
Guelph’s outdoor Equine Expo held June 4 at U.G.’s Arkell Research Station.

Horses are more susceptible to heat for several reasons, explains Lindinger. First, they are larger and have a higher percentage
of active muscle than people do during exercise. When muscles are being used, they produce a lot of heat.

Horses also rely to a significant extent on sweating to cool them off. They can sweat 15 to 20 litres per hour in cool, dry
conditions and up to 30 litres per hour in hot, humid conditions, but only 25-30% of the sweat produced is effective in cooling
the horse by evaporation.

“Because so much more sweat is produced than can be evaporated, the rest just drips off the horse’s body,” says Lindinger.
“By comparison, up to 50% of the sweat people produce is evaporated from our bodies during exercise and helps to cool us.”

The salts in horse sweat are also four times as concentrated as in human sweat. Lindinger refers to a photograph of an area
where endurance horses had been standing while their sweaty bodies were repeatedly scraped and cooled with water. As the
liquids evaporated from the ground, the soil surface was left white because of the salt in the horses’ sweat.

“Those salts have to be replaced,” he adds. “Just giving the horse water will not rehydrate a dehydrated horse. When horses
drink plain water, it dilutes their body fluids, and their bodies respond by trying to get rid of more water and more
electrolytes.”

Horses also pant to dissipate heat, but Lindinger says this is only effective if the air is at least five degrees cooler than the
horse’s body temperature.

His tips for protecting horses from the harmful effects of summer heat begin with teaching your horse to drink an electrolyte
solution (water with the right proportion of salts dissolved in it) to replace sweat losses. “Start with a small amount in the
water, allowing the horse to get used to the taste, and gradually increase it over days and weeks until you have reached the
manufacturer’s recommendation.” Keeping your horse properly hydrated is the most important step in protecting it against the
harmful effects of heat, he says.

If you’re preparing for a competition, Lindinger recommends trying to acclimatize your horse to the heat by spending four
hours daily, at least five days a week for three weeks, in hot conditions. For best results, exercise the horse for an hour during
the second hour of each of those days.

“Many riders will train their horses in the mornings or evenings, when it’s cool, then go to a competition held during the
hottest part of the day. You need to get horses used to being ridden in the heat and allow them to develop the full spectrum of
beneficial adaptations that come with heat acclimation.” Lindinger says that horses who have been through a process of heat
acclimation will lose more heat through sweating and respiration and will be better able to stay hydrated because they are more
likely to drink.

When your horse is hot, look for shade and breezes to help cool it down, but never use a blanket or “cooler” on a horse that is
sweating, he adds, suggesting the best way to cool a horse quickly is to rinse the horse’s body repeatedly with cold water and
scrape off the excess water.

“You can cool the horse two degrees in 10 minutes this way: pour on the water, scrape it off, pour on more, and just keep
repeating it,” says Lindinger. “The scraping part is important because otherwise the water will be trapped in the horse’s hair
and will quickly warm up. By scraping and pouring on fresh, cold water you keep the cooling process going.”

Just as equestrians pack a canteen of water, some sunscreen and a hat with a brim for summer riding adventures, Lindinger
says they should also equip themselves with the tools needed to protect their horses from the heat and humidity. If you prepare
your horse in advance and have a plan to cool him down if he becomes overheated, he says, even the hot, muggy days of
summer can be great riding fun.

–Teresa Pitman, University of Guelph

Michelle Eames and Vali prepare for riding during hunting season.
Noone will mistake them for a deer!

2019 Officers and Other Chapter Staff:
Lyle “Doug” Bailey, President and Trail Boss
Diana Birge, Treasurer
Patti Carmichael, Secretary
Craig Volosing, Lands Chair
Ken Carmichael, State Director
Carol Klar, Volunteer Hours Coordinator
Michelle Eames, Newsletter Editor
Cindy Miller, Webmaster/Facebook and Newsletter Graphics Design
Gary Miller, Photographer
Patti Sander, Education Chairman
Tom Birge, BCH Store Manager and Shopper Extraordinaire
Everyone can contribute to make the PBCH a successful group to support our mission. We can
use help with legislative communications, membership, publicity, etc. Think of what you can
do, and together “We will get it done!”
From the Editor:

I invite you all to send me your stories, tips, jokes, articles, photos, words of wisdom or
whatever. I especially would like to encourage our officers and committee chairs to share
their thoughts, visions and projects. The goal here is to make the newsletter fun,
entertaining and informative.
Michelle Eames, Editor

P.S. Please send me photos of you and your equine buddy so I can highlight you in our
newsletter! Introduce yourself to the new members with background on you or your horse!

